We investigate the hydrodynamic flow of strongly interacting Dirac electrons in a nozzle geometry, which can for instance be realized with graphene. We show that a nozzle can induce a transition from subsonic to supersonic flow. This transition causes a shock wave of the electrons downstream of the throat of the nozzle, which is a distinct signature of hydrodynamic transport. We demonstrate that this effect is visible in the voltage profile along the nozzle when applying a bias and thus represents a suitable experimental probe of the hydrodynamic regime. In particular, there is a section of the nozzle with pronounced negative local resistance and a discontinuity of the local voltage induced by the shock wave.
A number of quantum transport phenomena in mesoscopic devices can be traced back to the ballistic propagation of individual charge carriers. The description of these phenomena using scattering matrices has been extremely successful, not least because many mesoscopic systems at low temperatures can be represented in terms of almost free quasiparticles. However, in recent years, a very different transport regime has taken center stage, namely hydrodynamic electron flow, which occurs in the opposite limit of very strong interparticle interaction [1] . Rather than relying on individual quasiparticles, modeling such transport is based on notions from the classical theory of hydrodynamics, such as the continuity equation and the Navier-Stokes equation [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Reaching the regime of hydrodynamic electron flow in experiments has proved difficult: in most materials deviations from purely ballistic transport are either caused by impurity scattering (at low temperatures) or by electron-phonon scattering (at higher temperatures). Both of these scattering mechanisms change the total momentum of the electrons and thus inhibit hydrodynamic electron flow. Remarkably however, graphene has emerged as an ideal platform for reaching the hydrodynamic regime. In clean enough samples there exists a large temperature window where electron-electron interactions dominate over both impurity scattering and electronphonon interactions [1, [6] [7] [8] . These interactions allow the electron system to conserve its total momentum, and thus allow hydrodynamic flow.
Several effects have already been proposed as signatures of hydrodynamic behavior: a negative nonlocal resistance due to vortex formation [9] [10] [11] [12] , a Poiseuille flow profile and the Gurzhi effect in the presence of boundaries [6, 13, 14] , superballistic transport [15, 16] , as well as the Hall viscosity in the presence of a magnetic field [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . However, a clear experimental verification of hydrodynamic transport is still outstanding.
In this Letter, we propose graphene tailored into a nozzle geometry as a feasible experimental setup for the investigation of the hydrodynamic regime. We predict that a so-called * kristof@itf.fys.kuleuven.be de Laval nozzle displays a number of electronic transport features which can be taken as unambiguous indicators of hydrodynamic transport. The major feature is an abrupt change of flow properties as the drift velocity increases from subsonic to supersonic speeds (the speed of sound of a two-dimensional Dirac fluid is v s = v/ √ 2, where v is the Dirac velocity). In classical systems, a de Laval nozzle is used in jet engines and the underlying physics has numerous applications in other areas of physics. In particular, a relativistic de Laval nozzle provides a simple description of jets near black holes or neutron stars [23, 24] . In a condensed matter context, such nozzle geometries have been considered for the realization of sonic black holes [25] , e.g., in trapped Bose-Einstein condensates [26, 27] , with the analogue of an event horizon appearing where the flow enters the supersonic regime.
We will show that the properties of de Laval nozzles make them ideal for exploring the hydrodynamic behavior of Dirac electrons in condensed matter systems, and that their realization with graphene is within reach with existing fabrication techniques and sample qualities. Hydrodynamic transport through a de Laval nozzle can give rise to supersonic flow with very distinct voltage characteristics that neither depend on the details of the sample, nor require a finite viscosity, such as for a Poiseuille flow profile or the Hall viscosity, for example.
Hydrodynamics in Dirac systems.-We consider massless Dirac fermions with the kinetic Hamiltonian H(p) = v σ · p in spatial dimension D = 2 or D = 3 (in units with = 1), where v is the Dirac velocity. For D = 2, σ = (σ x , σ y )
T is the vector of Pauli matrices, and p = (p x , p y )
T is the momentum (defined analogously for D = 3).
In the limit of strong electron-electron interactions, this system can be described by the hydrodynamic equations of a nonviscous fluid [1, 24] . As we discuss in Sec. SI of our Supplemental Material (SM), starting from the semiclassical electron distribution function, it is possible to define macroscopic quantities like the charge density N(r), (effective fluid) mass density M(r), energy density E(r), hydrodynamic pressure P(r), as well as the flow velocity V(r), such that one obtains the hydrodynamic Euler equations,
These equations are manifestations of the momentum, energy, and particle number conservation laws respected by the electron-electron interactions. The relation between the mass density M and the pressure P for our relativistic system is
where V = |V|, and the last equality relates the pressure to the energy density. A well-known result from relativistic hydrodynamics states that the speed of sound v s of a D-dimensional Dirac system is equal to
, so supersonic flow corresponds to V > v s .
Nozzle geometry.-As shown in Fig. 1 , we apply the hydrodynamic equations to a system with a nozzle geometry along the x direction, characterized by a varying cross section A(x). Note that A is a length for D = 2 and an area for D = 3. We consider a smooth change of the nozzle diameter, i.e., d(A 1/(D−1) )/dx 1, and we assume that the macroscopic quantities are uniform in the plane perpendicular to the flow direction. This renders the flow profile effectively onedimensional [28] and simplifies Eq. (1) to:
where ∂ ≡ ∂/∂x. Turbulent flow would violate our assumption but is not expected in realistic samples in the regime dominated by electron-electron interactions [1] . The last two equations reflect the conservation of particle current I and momentum S , given by
with N, V, and A being functions of the nozzle coordinate x. The electrical current is given by eI, and the energy flow by v 2 S . This Letter focuses on the velocity profile along the flow direction of the nozzle. This is notably different from previous works that focus mainly on the velocity profile perpendicular to the flow direction of highly viscous hydrodynamic Dirac systems with constrictions [14] [15] [16] .
Starting from Eq. (3), we can express the change of flow speed V and pressure P with the nozzle cross section A as
These relations essentially govern the flow through a nozzle and we therefore refer to them as the nozzle equations (see Sec. SII in SM for the derivations). The nozzle equations tell us that, if the flow starts at subsonic velocity V < v s , V increases as the cross section decreases. This is a well-known consequence of Bernoulli's law. However, as soon as V reaches v s , the behavior reverses and V increases further with increasing cross section. This is the basic working principle of a de Laval nozzle: a section with decreasing cross section first accelerates the flow to the speed of sound, which is then attained at the throat of the nozzle (i.e., at the narrowest point with cross section A t ). Past the throat, an increasing cross section further accelerates the flow.
Solving the first equation in Eq. (5), we obtain
with integration constant C A (assumed to be positive). This constant fixes the relation between flow speed and cross section and can, for example, be related to the total particle current flowing through the nozzle. Note that there is an upper bound for C A /A, denoted by κ, which can only be reached when V = v s at the throat. A solution for the pressure can also be obtained from Eq. (5) and is given by
where we have introduced the constant C P , which corresponds to the pressure for vanishing flow speed. To discuss the generic flow behavior of a Dirac fluid through a de Laval nozzle, it is convenient to consider a nozzle with length L and nozzle coordinate −L/2 ≤ x ≤ L/2, attached to infinitely wide leads, i.e., A(±L/2) 1/(D−1) = +∞. Then, the boundary conditions for any flow profile are restricted to V(±L/2) = 0, v [see Eq. (6)], which is convenient to resolve the flow profile. We assume this geometry throughout the text but would like to stress that all our predictions remain qualitatively valid for general nozzle profiles.
Stationary hydrodynamic flow is generally driven by a pressure gradient in the Navier-Stokes equation. However, every solution of the nozzle equations (5) with a flow speed that stays subsonic along the length of the nozzle leads to equal pressure at the entrance and the exit (Fig. 2, line A) , as represented by C P in Eq. (7). Dissipation effects would allow a small pressure difference as we discuss in Sec. SII D of the SM. The different subsonic flow profiles are characterized by C A , with 0 ≤ C A ≤ κA t . As C A increases, the maximal flow speed, which is realized at the throat and equal to zero when C A = 0, increases until it hits the speed of sound when C A = κA t . This value of C A corresponds to the critical flow profile shown in Fig. 2 (line B) , with the pressure dropping to the critical pressure P * = C P (1−1/D) −(D+1)/2 at the throat and returning to the initial pressure at the nozzle entrance.
Apart from the critical flow profile, there is an alternative solution of Eqs. (6) and (7) with C A = κA t , where the flow continues to accelerate, exceeding the speed of sound and reaching V = v at the right lead, and the pressure dropping further
The relation between pressure and cross section for the hydrodynamic flow through a two-dimensional nozzle. Three flow profiles are indicated: subsonic flow with the pressure reaching pressure P t at the throat with cross section A t and returning to the initial pressure P L (blue line A, back and forth), critical flow that reaches the critical pressure P * and the speed of sound at the throat before returning to the initial pressure (yellow line B, back and forth), and supersonic flow with supersonic flow speeds between the throat and the shock wave at cross section A sw (line B, C & D), where there is a pressure jump ∆P and a speed drop ∆V (brown dashed line). The ideal supersonic flow profile is realized for
The flow speed (top) and pressure (bottom) profiles as a function of the position along the nozzle shown for the flow profiles indicated in (a) matching the corresponding labels and colors. We consider a two-dimensional nozzle with length L and width profile given by
here, such that the ends are infinitely wide: A(±L/2) = +∞.
past the throat (line C & E). The solution is referred to as the ideal flow profile and is realized when the pressure at the exit is equal to zero. We will see below that this requires the exit lead to be at zero temperature with chemical potential tuned precisely at the Dirac point, a rather exceptional case.
Next, we consider two leads with different but finite pressures, denoted by P L(R) for the left (right) lead, which necessarily induces a supersonic flow profile. Without loss of generality, we assume P L > P R , keeping P L fixed, such that the flow always goes from left to right. Similar to the solution for ideal (supersonic) flow, the solution follows line B and C in Fig. 2 . However, the flow needs to return to subsonic speeds to reach V = 0 at the right lead, and this implies that the nozzle equations become singular at a certain position past the throat [see Eq. (5) with V = v s and ∂A/A 0], corresponding to a line (for D = 2) across the nozzle where the hydrodynamic description breaks down. Therefore, the values of C A and C P do not need to be the same to the left and right of this position. This allows us to match the seemingly incompatible solutions of Eq. (7), with C 
Having obtained C A and C P to the left and right of the singular point, one can see that there is a discontinuity in the flow speed and the pressure, as indicated by the dashed brown lines in Fig. 2 . The latter reflects the appearance of a shock wave, which is a well-known phenomenon of supersonic hydrodynamic flows in de Laval nozzles [28] . The shock wave appears to the right of the throat where the cross section is equal to A sw = A t P L /P R . Starting from equal pressure and lowering the pressure in the right lead, a shock wave appears near the throat and gradually shifts to the right lead, where it vanishes again. This is how the flow profile evolves from the critical to the ideal profile.
Note that the solution to the left of the shock wave does not depend on the value of the pressure in the right lead. This is expected because the flow of information is bounded by the speed of sound and the regions are causally disconnected. It is the position of the shock wave itself that shifts when varying the pressure in the right lead, along with a change of the flow profile to its right. At the shock wave, there is a pressure jump ∆P, which, in the case of D = 2, is maximal and equal to ΞP L with Ξ ≈ 0.2 when P R /P L = ξ ≈ 0.75, occuring at the position in the nozzle to the right of the throat with A sw /A t = 1/ξ (see Sec. SII A in SM for details).
Voltage characteristics.-So far, we have considered the flow through a nozzle in terms of the pressure, as in a conventional de Laval nozzle. However, since the temperatures T L,R and chemical potentials µ L,R in the leads are the more accessible control parameters in electronic Dirac systems, we will study their effect in the following.
Based on explicit expressions for the particle number, mass density, and pressure in terms of the chemical potential, temperature, and flow speed of a Dirac fluid, we obtain (see Sec. SII B in SM) where
] and Li n (x) are polylogarithm functions, T is the temperature, and µ is the chemical potential. Rewriting Eq. (3) in terms of temperature and chemical potential, we obtain
with solution given by
where, similar to C P , the constants C T and C µ represent the temperature and chemical potential, respectively, at vanishing flow speed. We assume µ L,R > 0 and low temperatures (T L,R µ L,R ), such that the flow is induced by a chemical potential difference, corresponding to a bias voltage V LR = (µ L − µ R )/e (see Sec. SII B in SM for more general treatment). Experimental signatures of hydrodynamic flow have already been reported in a regime where this assumption is appropriate [1] .
From the explicit expression of the pressure in terms of the chemical potential in Eq. (9), it follows that P ∝ µ D+1 in the low-temperature limit, such that a pressure gradient with supersonic flow from left to right is realized when µ L > µ R . In this case, the flow profile inherits the temperature and chemical potential from the left lead, i.e., C
Unlike for the pressure, whose gradient directly drives the hydrodynamic flow, we cannot match the constants C µ,T for temperature and chemical potential to the right of the shock wave to their respective values in the right lead. The values of temperature and chemical potential downstream of the shock wave can be obtained by making use of current and momentum conservation, yielding
where ζ 3 is the Apéry constant. Note that, indeed, the chemical potential of the nozzle exit does not match with the right lead (C R µ µ R ), unlike for the pressure. Moreover, despite a low temperature in the leads, the exit temperature of the fluid, C R T , is not necessarily small compared to C R µ . The Dirac fluid heats up significantly while flowing through the nozzle.
The resulting voltage profiles are shown in Fig. 3 as a function of the bias voltage, while keeping µ L fixed, for three voltage probes that are placed along the nozzle and measure the local voltage difference with respect to the right lead V x R = [µ(x) − µ R ]/e, which can also be understood as a local resistance V x R /(eI). As illustrated in the inset and on Fig. 1 , two of the probes are located to the left and right of the throat, and one sits at the throat. The three probes display a negative local voltage difference (i.e., with opposite sign as compared to the bias voltage) or, equivalently, negative local resistance that is more pronounced for the probe that sits closest to the exit. In addition, there is a discontinuous voltage drop for the local voltage to the right of the throat. This is a consequence of the shock wave moving through the nozzle and is an indirect signature of the pressure shock wave of the Dirac fluid showing up at the position of the probe. The size of the voltage drop depends on the bias voltage and is maximal when V LR = V max ≈ 0.13µ L /e, which follows from the full numerical solution of C R µ (see Sec. SII C in SM). The maximal voltage drop shows up where the cross section is approximately equal to 1.53A t , being the cross section where probes 1 and 2 are considered to be located in Fig. 3 .
Since we consider hydrodynamic flow without dissipation, any finite bias voltage or pressure difference induces a supersonic flow profile. A smoother onset of supersonic flow is expected in the presence of dissipation, with the subsonic-tosupersonic transition in Fig. 2 (b) now appearing at nonzero pressure difference. This also affects the local voltage profile of Fig. 3 , but the signatures of supersonic flow survive as long as the dissipation is sufficiently weak. Details are provided in Sec. SII D of the SM.
The realization of supersonic flow should be within reach with existing fabrication techniques and sample qualities. Large drift velocities (V > 0.1v) at low electron densities ∼ 10 11 cm −2 have already been reported in graphene [29, 30] . The nozzle geometry itself should induce a further increase in velocity so V ≈ v s ≈ 0.7v seems to be within reach. Apart from graphene, a Dirac de Laval-nozzle and its phenomenology can also be considered for other condensed matter systems with (D = 2 or D = 3) Dirac fermions, with the surface states of a 3D topological insulator and Dirac or Weyl semimetals as notable examples [31, 32] .
Conclusion.-We have considered a de Laval nozzle to study the hydrodynamic behavior of strongly interacting Dirac fermions in condensed matter systems. Applying a bias voltage to two leads at opposite ends of the nozzle, a supersonic hydrodynamic flow profile with a shock wave can be induced, as obtained from the Euler equation for the Dirac fluid. The flow profile is driven by a pressure gradient between the two leads, which can be obtained from temperature or chemical potential gradients. This results in a distinct voltage profile, which can be probed with additional contacts along the noz-zle while sweeping the bias voltage. Our findings provide two interesting signatures: a region of pronounced negative local resistance in the low-temperature regime with respect to the lead where the flow is directed and a discontinuity in the voltage profile. This discontinuity is a signature of a shock wave of a Dirac fluid, which is a distinctive signature of supersonic hydrodynamic flow.
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SI. MACROSCOPIC QUANTITIES & HYDRODYNAMIC EQUATIONS OF DIRAC SYSTEMS
The hydrodynamic description of a D-dimensional (D = 2 or D = 3) Dirac system is based on the following macroscopic quantities: the particle number N, the current j, the macroscopic momentum S, macroscopic energy E, and the stress tensorΠ. They are defined as a function of the (semiclassical) electron distribution function f λ (r, p, t) as follows (in units with = 1):
where v is the Dirac velocity, p is the momentum (p ≡ |p|) and λ = ±1 the chirality, such that a state with momentum p and chirality λ has an energy E λ (p) = λvp. Moreover, n ≡ λp/p is a unit vector in the direction of the momentum. In this Letter, we consider a stationary flow, in which case all macroscopic quantities will depend only on position r but not on time. In addition, we will consider the macroscopic chirality Λ and the chiral current j Λ , given by
We consider a Dirac system subject to interparticle collisions that conserve the total particle number, chirality, momentum and energy, which can be represented by their intensive thermodynamic conjugate variables φ, χ, α, and β, respectively. The system can then be represented by a distribution function f H (α, β, χ, φ) = f F (α · p + β + χλ + φ), which cannot be affected by the interparticle collisions and can be expressed in terms of the Fermi-Dirac distribution f F (z) = 1/(e z + 1). We refer to f H as the hydrodynamic flow distribution function. The particle number N, for example, can be obtained from straightforward integration of the Fermi-Dirac distribution function as follows:
with gamma function Γ(x), polylogarithm functions Li n (x), and where we have made use of the relation f F (z) 
We can confirm this result by exploiting Lorentz invariance. We consider a Lorentz boosted reference frame with boost speed V and momentum p , related to p as follows:
with
integration measure over all momenta. This can be used to obtain
where we have introduced the flow velocity V = −α/β and considered a boosted reference frame along the flow, in opposite directions for both terms. Having obtained the other macroscopic quantities in a similar manner, one can verify that the following relations hold:
We have added a subscript 'H' to the (chiral) current and the stress tensor, as these quantities are obtained from the hydrodynamic flow distribution function but are not conserved by interparticle collisions. The relation between the energy and the trace of the stress tensor is valid in general, however. Note that we have introduced the pressure P as the component of the stress tensor for vanishing flow velocity, which can be shown to agree with the thermodynamic definition as the derivative of the energy with respect to the system volume for constant entropy and particle number [S1] . We have also introduced the effective fluid mass density M that relates the flow velocity to the macrosopic momentum. It can be obtained in a similar manner as the particle number, yielding
It is the analog of the mass density of a conventional fluid.
In the main text, we do not consider chiral symmetry breaking, which would correspond to χ 0. This quantity only appears inside the functions F ± n (χ, φ), which can be expanded for small χ as:
In the main text, we have only considered the leading-order contribution, with the natural redefinition of φ in terms of the chemical potential µ and temperature T by φ = −µ/T (in units with k B = 1). The dynamics of the macroscopic quantities can be obtained from the semiclassical Boltzmann equation, which incorporates the scattering mechanisms through the collision integral [S2] . We only consider the regime in which the interparticle (e-e) collisions are dominant, neglecting any other scattering mechanism:
with drift term due to external electric and magnetic fields, E and B, respectively, and collision integral I e-e [ f ]. From this equation, we obtain the following hydrodynamic equations for the particle number, chirality, momentum and energy, noting that the right-hand side vanishes for these quantities:
where it is understood that the divergence on the third line acts on the first index of the stress tensor. Note that the flow of energy is proportional to the momentum in the absence of an electric field. They are related by a factor of v 2 , as can be seen from Eq. (S16). 
with distribution function f = f H + δ f . From this equation, it is clear that the corrections to the Fermi-Dirac values vanish in the non-viscous-fluid limit τ → 0 for infinitely strong interparticle collisions. It is important to note that the gradient terms vanish if f H is a position-independent function of the quantities. In this work, we mainly consider a space-dependent distribution function f F [α(r) · p + β(r)vp + γ(r)] whose distribution is captured by local conjugate variables, according to the zeroth order approximation [S1, S5], being a suitable ansatz for the strong-collision regime.
In the stationary regime and in the absence of electric and magnetic fields, the hydrodynamic equations for particle number, momentum and energy that follow from these considerations are given by:
Inserting the Fermi-Dirac relations of Eq. (S9), we obtain precisely the hydrodynamic equations of Eq. (1) in the main text. The speed of sound can easily be obtained from linearizing Eqs. (S15) and (S16) around a fluid at rest (V = 0) with E = E 0 + δE, P = P 0 + δP,Π = P 0 + δP. We obtain
The equations can be combined to form a wave equation
if one takes into account the definition of the sound velocity as v 2 s = v 2 dP/dE.
SII. DIRAC ELECTRON NOZZLE
We apply the hydrodynamic equations of Eq. (S18) to resolve the velocity profile of a nozzle geometry (see Fig. S1 ). We rewrite the velocity V = Vu with unit vector u and we can write u · ∇ ≡ ∂ , such that the relations in Eq. (1) become:
with the last line valid for any unit vector u ⊥ ⊥ u. The divergence of the normalized flow vector is related to the increase or decrease of the cross section of the nozzle by
assuming laminar flow and thereby ruling out turbulent flow. Inserting this into Eqs. (S22) and (S23) and adding Eq. (S24), we retrieve the nozzle equations in (3), where the subscript of the partial derivative, indicating that it acts along the direction of the flow, is omitted. The last equation derived here, Eq. (S25), describes how a flow profile makes corners and does not affect the nozzle effect. Moreover, it is irrelevant for a straight nozzle geometry with small deviations of the cross section, rendering the flow profile effectively one-dimensional (along the direction of u). Now we can relate the cross section to the flow speed. Combining the first and second equality of Eq. (3), we obtain:
As in the main text, we omit the subscript of the partial derivative. Combining the last equality of Eq. (3) with the expression for the pressure in Eq. (S9), we get:
These equations can be combined to obtain Eq. (5).
To derive the nozzle equations in terms of temperature and chemical potential [Eq. (10)], some additional manipulations are required. Let us separate the velocity dependence,
where we define M 0 = M| V=0 and N 0 = N| V=0 . These definitions can be used to rewrite Eq. (S27) as follows:
Let us parametrise N 0 and M 0 as functions of the temperature T and its ratio with chemical potential µ/T :
Then Eqs. (S31) and (S32) transform into
which immediately gives
The solution of Eq. (S30) is
with C A an integration constant that fixes the relation between the cross section of the nozzle and the flow speed. Note that there is an upper limit for C A /A, namely,
which is equal to 1/2 and 2/(3 √ 3) for D = 2 and D = 3, respectively. The solutions are presented in Fig. S2(a) . The solution of Eq. (S36) is given by
with C µ,T the chemical potential and temperature for vanishing flow speed. The formulae for µ and T have the same form. We can get the A dependence by substituting Eq. (S39) in Eq. (S37), resulting in
and an identical equation for T/C T . The hydrodynamic equations in principle cannot match the chemical potential and temperature at the entrance and exit of th nozzle with the values in the leads. In the motionless case, i.e., V = 0, the chemical potential µ(r) and T (r) can be coordinate dependent, but if pressure
is constant, the flow gradient is zero and the hydrodynamic Navier-Stokes equation does not induce any flow. Thus, we should always match the pressure of the leads and cannot match both µ and T .
A. Pressure
An explicit expression for the pressure in terms of temperature, chemical potential and flow speed can be obtained from Eq. (S10) and the relation for the pressure in Eq. (S9), resulting in:
where the last line is obtained with Eq. (S39) and C P is given by:
which can be interpreted as the pressure for vanishing flow speed. The relation is presented for D = 2 and D = 3 in Fig. S2b . The pressure can also be related to the cross section A by combining Eq. (S37) with Eq. (S41):
as presented in the main text in Eq. (7). The momentum S is conserved throughout the nozzle identical for any position along the nozzle and given by:
where the last equality is obtained by making use of Eqs. (S37) and (S41). The same conservation law applies to the energy flow v 2 S . Thus, we obtain the following relation:
with pressures P L and P R for the left and right lead, respectively, and the superscript denotes whether the constant belongs to the solution to the left or to the right of the shock wave (see discussion of supersonic flow profile in Main Text). Combining this relation with Eq. (S43) and the expression for C L A in case of a supersonic flow profile from left to right, i.e., C L A = κA t (with minimal cross section A t at the throat of the nozzle) we obtain the following relation between the cross section and the pressure of the nozzle: left of shock wave:
right of shock wave:
The shock wave appears at the position to the right of the throat where the cross section is equal to: For a two-dimensional nozzle (D = 2), the associated pressure jump ∆P is equal to:
where P L sw and P R sw are the pressures at the shock wave position, on the left and right side, respectively. The maximal possible pressure jump ∆P in the shock wave (if we fix P L and vary P R ) is given by the maximum of the function
, where z = P R /P L . Thus, the strength and position of the strongest shock wave are given by:
with A sw = A t /ξ and where
The introduced quantities are approximately equal to ξ ≈ 0.7522 and Ξ ≈ 0.1955.
B. Chemical potential and temperature
We have seen that, to obtain a flow from left to right, we need P L > P R . In terms of the temperature and chemical potential, we can see from Eq. (S42) that this translates to the following condition:
An equal pressure is obtained when the left-hand side is equal to one, as required for a subsonic flow profile. In the high and low temperature regimes of the left lead, µ L T L and µ T L , respectively, the condition simplifies to
where we used the expansions
Here
, with the definition of Eq. (S5), and
As expected, the gradient of the temperature (chemical potential) determines the direction of the flow in the regime where the temperature (chemical potential) dominates, with the flow going from high to low temperature (chemical potential).
To resolve the constants for the chemical potential and temperature profiles that correspond to the solution of the nozzle equations, C µ and C T , we need another relation in addition to Eq. (S45), originating from momentum (or equivalently, energy flow) conservation. We make use of the conservation of particle current I, which is equal to:
making use of Eqs. (S1), (S37) and (S39). As for the momentum flow, we obtain the last equality from considering an infinitely wide lead with V = 0. It is tempting to interpret C
L (R)
µ,T in this expression as the temperature and chemical potential in the left (right) lead, but this is incorrect, as the flow at the exit does not automatically match the temperature and chemical potential of the lead. Only the pressure in both leads should be matched in general, as governed directly by the Navier-Stokes equation. The integration constants for temperature and chemical potential inherit the values from the lead where the flow originates, whereas, at the exit, they follow from the conservation of current and momentum along the nozzle.
Let us consider a flow that goes from left to right now and work out the flow profile and corresponding profiles for the chemical potential and temperature. In this case, we have
which follow from matching the current and the momentum in both leads and from matching the pressure in the right lead, respectively, making use of Eqs. (S42), (S44) and (S57). We separate the cases of subsonic and supersonic flow:
supersonic:
These relations are sufficient to extract the values of C µ,T and reconstruct the profiles in the nozzle via Eq. (S40).
We proceed here by considering explicitly the case of D = 2. The solution of Eq. (S40) is then given by:
and an identical solution holds for T/C T . In the subsonic regime, we get the following profile in the nozzle
with C L A related to the current via Eq. (S61). In the supersonic regime, the profile to the left of the shock wave is given by:
where the + (−) sign corresponds to the solution to the left (right) of the throat. In the supersonic regime, two independent equations remain from Eqs. (S58)-(S60) to solve for C R µ and C R T and the profile to the right of the shock wave: 
We see that the exit temperature matches the value in the right lead, whereas the chemical potential does not [see Fig. S3 (a)].
For the opposite limit regime, with T L,R µ L,R , we obtain:
In this case, a small exit temperature, C R T C R µ , is not guaranteed. In the limit of very small chemical potential difference,
we can expand the left-hand side of both equations, using the expansions in Eqs. (S55) and (S56), yielding:
In the opposite limit, µ L µ R , we can consider the following expansion and corresponding solution:
The general solution of Eq. (S69) for the low entrance-temperature regime is shown in Fig. S3(b) , together with the asymptotes obtained in Eqs. (S70) and (S71). Note that there is significant hydrodynamic heating in general, with the exit temperature being proportional to the chemical potential in the entrance lead, which is considered to be much larger than the temperature in the leads. Only when µ R = µ L does the chemical potential at the nozzle exit match with the right lead. The case µ R = 0 is impossible in real experiment since it automatically forbids the charge current in the right lead. The profile of the chemical potential and temperature to the right of the shock wave, inside the nozzle, is given by Eq. (S64), with the following substitutions:
C. Voltage characteristics
Based on the results of the previous section, we can reconstruct the voltage profile for a de Laval nozzle of Dirac electrons connected to two leads with a bias voltage V LR . The bias voltage is related to the chemical potentials in the leads as follows:
In the zero-temperature regime (T L = T R = 0) and in the absence of dissipation, any finite voltage difference will automatically induce a supersonic flow profile and we can use the relations of Eq. (S62) to obtain: 
with µ L (A sw ) and µ R (A sw ) the values of the chemical potential to the left and right of the shock wave, with the cross section of the shock wave given by
The result is shown as a function of the bias voltage in Fig. S4(b) . The bias voltage that induces a maximal voltage drop at the shock wave, denoted by V max , can be extracted from the numerical solution for C R µ of Eq. (S69), which leads to V max ≈ 0.13µ L /e with a drop of ∆µ ≈ 0.25µ L . For this bias voltage, the shock wave appears to the right of the throat where the cross section of the nozzle is approximately equal to 1.53A t . This cross section is slightly larger than the one with maximal pressure jump (with cross section equal to 4A t /3, as obtained in Sec. SII A). Using the asymptotic behavior of C R µ in Eq. (S70), we obtain ∆µ ≈ 3(µ L − µ R )µ L /2 in the limit of small bias voltages, which already overestimates significantly the size of the drop when the (relatively small) bias V max is applied [see Fig. S4(c) ].
D. Dissipation
A pressure difference for a subsonic flow profile can be described with a dissipation term in the Navier-Stokes equation [see Eq. (1)]:
describing dissipative scattering processes in the system, due to impurity or phonon scattering for example, with a phenomenological relaxation time τ d . For weak dissipation, i.e., τ d MV/∂P, 1/∂V, the pressure is weakly affected, so its correction as a function of the nozzle coordinate, δP(x), can be calculated as:
having made use of Eq. (S44). Here we assumed that the nozzle starts at x = −L/2 and ends at x = L/2, with A(±L/2) = +∞. The total pressure difference between the two leads due to dissipation δP LR is thus given by:
where the profile of Fig. 2(b) is considered to obtain the last equality. This gives rise to a smoother onset of supersonic flow, as a subsonic flow profile already undergoes a small pressure decrease due to dissipation. A finite minimum pressure difference is thus required to reach the supersonic flow regime. The transition to supersonic flow is presented in Figs. S5 and S6. Let us now look at how the dissipation term affects the chemical potential profile at the throat (µ t ) and to its left (µ 1 ) and right (µ 2 ), where the cross section is equal to A ≈ 1.53A t (similar to Fig. 3 ). We introduce a chemical potential µ R d that corresponds to the value of µ R that induces a critical flow profile in the presence of dissipation. Associated with this, there is a dissipation-induced
For µ L > µ R > µ R d , we are in the subsonic regime with current equal to I = R d (µ L − µ R ) < I max and we make use of Eq. (S61) to obtain:
throat shock wave 0 In the supersonic regime, the current is equal to I max and µ 2 is given by:
In order to probe the discontinuity of the shock wave, it is clear that dissipation needs to be sufficiently weak such that µ R d /µ L > ξ 1/3 . Summarising the results, we get: 
